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Query Aware Determinization of Uncertain
Objects
Jie Xu, Dmitri V. Kalashnikov, and Sharad Mehrotra, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper considers the problem of determinizing probabilistic data to enable such data to be stored in legacy systems that
accept only deterministic input. Probabilistic data may be generated by automated data analysis/enrichment techniques such as entity
resolution, information extraction, and speech processing. The legacy system may correspond to pre-existing web applications such
as Flickr, Picasa, etc. The goal is to generate a deterministic representation of probabilistic data that optimizes the quality of the endapplication built on deterministic data. We explore such a determinization problem in the context of two different data processing tasks –
triggers and selection queries. We show that approaches such as thresholding or top-1 selection traditionally used for determinization
lead to suboptimal performance for such applications. Instead, we develop a query-aware strategy and show its advantages over
existing solutions through a comprehensive empirical evaluation over real and synthetic datasets.
Index Terms—Determinzation, uncertain data, data quality, query workload, branch and bound algorithm.
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I NTRODUCTION
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the advent of cloud computing and the proliferation
of web-based applications, users often store their data
in various existing web applications. Often, user data is
generated automatically through a variety of signal processing,
data analysis/enrichment techniques before being stored in
the web applications. For example, modern cameras support
vision analysis to generate tags such as indoors/outdoors,
scenery, landscape/portrait, etc. Modern photo cameras often
have microphones for users to speak out a descriptive sentence
which is then processed by a speech recognizer to generate a
set of tags to be associated with the photo [1]. The photo
(along with the set of tags) can be streamed in real-time using
wireless connectivity to Web applications such as Flickr.
Pushing such data into web applications introduces a challenge since such automatically generated content is often ambiguous and may result in objects with probabilistic attributes.
For instance, vision analysis may result in tags with probabilities [2], [3], and, likewise, automatic speech recognizer (ASR)
may produce an N-best list or a confusion network of utterances [1], [4]. Such probabilistic data must be “determinized”
before being stored in legacy web applications. We refer to the
problem of mapping probabilistic data into the corresponding
deterministic representation as the determinization problem.
Many approaches to the determinization problem can be
designed. Two basic strategies are the Top-1 and All
techniques, wherein we choose the most probable value / all
the possible values of the attribute with non-zero probability,
respectively. For instance, a speech recognition system that
generates a single answer/tag for each utterance can be viewed
as using a top-1 strategy. Another strategy might be to choose
a threshold τ and include all the attribute values with a
probability higher than τ . However, such approaches being
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agnostic to the end-application often lead to suboptimal results
as we will see later. A better approach is to design customized
determinization strategies that select a determinized representation which optimizes the quality of the end-application.
Consider, for instance, an end application that supports
triggers/alerts on automatically generated content. Examples
of such an end-application includes publish/subscibe systems
such as Google Alert, wherein users specify their subscriptions
in the form of keywords (e.g., “California earthquake”) and
predicates over metadata (e.g., data type is video). Google
Alert forwards all matching data items to user based on the
subscriptions. Now consider a video about California Earthquake that is to be published on Youtube. The video contains
a set of tags that were extracted using either automated vision
processing and/or information extraction techniques applied
over transcribed speech. Such automated tools may produce
tags with probabilities (e.g, “California”: 0.9, “earthquake”:
0.6, “election”: 0.7), while the true tags of the video could be
“California” and “earthquake”. The determinization process
should associate the video with appropriate tags such that
subscribers who are really interested in the video (i.e., whose
subscription includes the words “California Earthquake” )
are notified while other are not overwhelmed by irrelevant
data. Thus, in the example above, the determinization process
should minimize metrics such as false positives and false
negatives that result from a determinized representation of
data.
Now consider a different application such as Flickr, to which
photos are uploaded automatically from cameras along with
tags that may be generated based on speech annotation or
image analysis. Flickr supports effective retrieval based on
photo tags. In such an application, users may be interested in
choosing determinized representation that optimizes set-based
quality metrics such as F-measure instead of minimizing false
positives/negatives.
In this paper, we study the problem of deteminizing datasets
with probabilistic attributes (possibly generated by automated
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data analyses/enrichment). Our approach exploits a workload
of triggers/queries to choose the “best” deterministic representation for two types of applications – one, that supports
triggers on generated content and another that supports effective retrieval.
Interestingly, the problem of determinization has not been
explored extensively in the past. The most related research
efforts are [5], [6], which explore how to give deterministic
answers to a query (e.g. conjunctive selection query [5]) over
probabilisitc database. Unlike the problem of determinizing
an answer to a query, our goal is to determinize the data to
enable it to be stored in legacy deterministic databases such
that the determinized representation optimizes the expected
performance of queries in the future. Solutions in [5], [6]
can not be straightforwardly applied to such a determinization
problem.1
Overall, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce the problem of determinizing probabilistic
data. Given a workload of triggers/queries, the main
challenge is to find the deterministic representation of
the data which would optimize certain quality metrics of
the answer to these triggers/queries (Section 2).
• We propose a framework that solves the problem of determinization by minimizing the expected cost of the answer
to queries. We develop a branch-and-bound algorithm
that finds an approximate near-optimal solution to the
resulting NP-hard problem (Section 3).
• We address the problem of determinizing a collection of
objects to optimize set-based quality metrics, such as Fmeasure. We develop an efficient algorithm that reaches
near-optimal quality (Section 4)
• We extend the solutions to handle a data model where
mutual exclusion exists among tags. We show that correlations among tags can be leveraged in our solutions
to get better results. We also demonstrate that our solutions are designed to handle various types of queries.
(Section 5).
• We empirically demonstrate that the proposed algorithms
are very efficient and reach high-quality results that are
very close to those of the optimal solution. We also
demonstrate that they are robust to small changes in the
original query workload (Section 6).

2

P RELIMINARY

Before we formally define the determinization problem, let
us first introduce some important notation. The notation is
summarized in Table 1. We will also illustrate it using the
running example shown in Fig. 1.
2.1

Notations

Object. An uncertain object O is annotated with probabilistic
attributes. It could be, for instance, an output of an entity
resolution algorithm, or an image annotated by probabilistic
1. We will show that in terms of quality of query answer, our proposed determinization techniques are very close to those applied only over probabilistic
databases, which are not supported by many legacy applications.

Notation
O
W = {w1 , w2 , · · · , w|W | }
P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , p|W | }
Q = {Q1 , Q2 , · · · , Q|Q| }
TQ = {q1 , q2 , . . . , q|T | }
fQ
c+
Q
c−
Q
GQ

Meaning
Uncertain object
Set of uncertain tags for O
Probability that wi is in the ground truth
Query workload
Set of query terms of query Q
Weight, or frequency, of query Q
Cost of a false positive for query Q
Cost of a false negative for query Q
Set of objects that satisfy Q based on
the ground truth
Set of objects that satisfy Q according to
the algorithm

AQ

TABLE 1
Notations
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Fig. 1. Running Example.

tags generated by a speech recognizer from a provided speech
annotation. Formally, an object O has associated with it the
following information:
1) W = {w1 , w2 , · · · , w|W | }, the set of uncertain tags
provided by some data processing technique, e.g., speech
recognition, or entity resolution.
2) P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , p|W | }, where each pi ∈ P is the
probability that the corresponding uncertain tag wi ∈ W
belongs to the ground truth tags G that will be explained
shortly. These probabilities are provided by the data
processing techniques.
We call this object model the tag model. Fig. 1 illustrates
our running example of an uncertain object O represented
in the tag model. The set of uncertain tags of O is
W = {pier, beach, dog}. The corresponding probability set
is P = {0.35, 0.60, 0.70}. Initially, we make an assumption
that tags are independent. Later we present an approach for
handling correlation among tags and a more general XOR
model where mutual exclusions exist among tags.
Ground truth tags. The set of ground truth tags G include
the real tags that should have been associated with the object,
if the data processing technique outputted 100% accurate
results. For instance, in the case where objects are speech
annotated images, the ground truth tags correspond to the
actual spoken words. The ground truth tags are unknown to
the algorithm and are hence not part of the uncertain object.
These tags are only used for describing the quality metrics
we will define later. For the object in the running example,
the ground truth tags could be G = {dog, beach}. Notice
that due to the uncertainty in the results returned by the
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data processing techniques being used, the set of uncertain
tags W could be different from the set of ground truth tags G.
Deterministic representation. A determinization process for
an object O is to select a deterministic representation to
represent O, such that it can be stored in a legacy system that
does not support probabilistic input. We define a deterministic
representation (or answer set) of an object O as a set of
deterministic tags A = {w1 , w2 , · · · , w|A| }. For example,
one possible deterministic representation for the object in the
running example is A = {pier, beach}.
When it is not clear from the context, we will use subscript
‘O’ in variables W , G and A to indicate which object they
refer to, e.g. WO refers to “W of object O”.

In the application where the cost-based metric is used, each
query is associated with two additional pieces of information:
(1) c+ , the non-negative cost (penalty) of a false positive; (2)
c− , the non-negative cost (penalty) of a false negative. We
will assume that the default costs of a false positive and a
false negative are the same, e.g., c+ = c− = 1. For generality,
however, we will keep c+ and c− in the formulas in case they
need to be different.2 Again, we will use subscript ‘Q’ in c+ ,
and c− to indicate which query they refer to.
If tags A are chosen as the answer set of object O, whereas
the ground truth tags are G, then the cost of query Q with
respect to object O is defined as:
cost(O, Q) = cost(AO , GO , Q),

(1)

where
Query workload. A query workload is a set of queries
Q = {Q1 , Q2 , · · · , Q|Q| } that will be executed over the
deterministic representation. For clarity of presentation, we
will initially assume that each query Q ∈ Q is a conjunctive
query. We will later discuss how to extend it to other types
of queries. A conjunctive query Q ∈ Q has the following
information associated with it:
1) T = {q1 , q2 , . . . , q|T | } stores the set of terms associated
with Q = q1 ∧ q2 ∧ · · · ∧ q|T | . Given a deterministic
representation AO of an object O, the object satisfies a
conjunctive query Q iff T ⊆ AO .
2) f ∈ [0, 1] encodes the query weight that corresponds to
the relative frequency of Q in the workload.
We assume that, in general, such a workload is generated from
a past query log, modeled based on the past querying patterns
[7], or derived from frequent terms in past corpus of data [8].
We will use subscript ‘Q’ for variables T and f to indicate
which query they refer to, e.g. fQ refers to “weight of query
Q”. The running example in Fig. 1 demonstrates a workload
of 6 conjunctive queries. The query terms and their weights
are also shown.
2.2

Quality Metrics

Given deterministic representation for each uncertain object
O ∈ O, we can define quality metric F(O, Q) of the
deterministic dataset with regard to a given query workload
Q. The choice of the metric depends upon the end application.
Cost-based metric. For applications that support triggers/alerts, quality can be measured in terms of costs of false
negatives and false positives. We will denote by GQ the
set of objects that satisfy query Q, when the deterministic
representation of each object in O consists of true/correct tags.
We will denote by AQ the set of objects that satisfy query
Q, based on the deterministic representations selected by an
algorithm for objects in O. Observe that for an object O, the
case where O ∈ AQ but O 6∈ GQ corresponds to a false
positive caused by the algorithm. In this case, the query will
retrieve an irrelevant object. On the other hand, the case where
O 6∈ AQ but O ∈ GQ corresponds to a false negative. In this
case, the query will miss a relevant object.

 +
 cQ
cost(A, G, Q) =
c−
 Q
0

if O ∈ AQ ∧ O ∈
6 GQ ;
if O 6∈ AQ ∧ O ∈ GQ ;
otherwise.

(2)

The cost associated with the entire query workload Q with
respect to object O is defined as:
X
cost(O, Q) =
fQ · cost(O, Q)
(3)
Q∈Q

Then the cost-based metric is defined as:
X
cost(O, Q) =
cost(O, Q).

(4)

O∈O

For instance, assume that in Figure 1 the ground truth tags
for the uncertain object are G = {dog, beach}. Suppose that
the algorithm chooses A = {beach, pier} as its answer set
for O. Then, queries Q3 and Q4 in Figure 1 will cause two
false positives, on the other hand, Q1 and Q6 will result
in two false negatives. Thus, the cost with respect to O as
defined by Eq. (3) is 0.75.
Set-based quality metric. Applications that support effective
query-driven retrieval of objects often utilize set-based quality
metrics, such as F-measure or Jaccard similarity. While we will
focus on F-measure, our approaches can be naturally applied
to many other set-based metrics. If AQ is the set of objects
that satisfy query Q, based on the algorithm, the F-measure
of answers to query Q, with respect to the set of objects O is
defined as:
Fα (O, Q) = Fα (AQ , GQ ),
(5)
where
Fα (A, G) =
where

(1 + α) · Precision(A, G) · Recall(A, G)
α · Precision(A, G) + Recall(A, G)
T
|A G|
Precision(A, G) =
,
|A|

(6)

(7)

2. For example, three-level low/medium(default)/high model can be used
for costs. If a user of, say, a pub/sub system does not want to miss notifications
about items that include certain tags, (s)he can set c− to “high” value. On
the other hand, if (s)he does not want to be flooded with objects that are not
relevant to his/her interest, (s)he can set c+ to be “high” for the corresponding
query.
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Recall(A, G) =

T
|A G|
.
|G|

The set-based metric is then defined as:
X
Fα (O, Q) =
fQ · Fα (O, Q).

(8)

(9)

Q∈Q

2.3

Determinization Problem

Having defined the notation, we now can define the determinization problem:
Definition 1 (Determinization). Given a set of uncertain
objects O = {O1 , O2 , . . . , O|O| }, a query workload Q and
a quality metric F, the goal of the deteriminization problem
is for each object O ∈ O to select from WO a set of tags
AO ⊆ WO as the deterministic representation of O, such that
F(O, Q) is optimized.
The ground truth tags G are not associated with uncertain objects and thus not known to any approach to the
determinization problem. Therefore, such algorithms cannot
directly measure the quality F(O, Q) during their execution.
Thus, in the following section, we will present our solution
that is based on maximizing the expected quality measure
E(F(O, Q)).
Before we describe our solution to the determinization
problem, we note that a baseline algorithm for determinization
is a thresholding (threshold-cut) approach. The thresholding
approach employs a pre-defined threshold τ . For each object
O it composes its answer set A by choosing wi tags from
W such that P (wi ) ≥ τ . The advantage of this approach
is that it is computationally efficient and potentially can be
tuned to a particular dataset O and workload Q by changing
τ . The main drawback of this approach is that it is unaware
of the query workload (“query-unaware”) and thus does not
necessarily optimize the given quality metrics, which leads to
lower quality.
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D ETERMINIZATION FOR THE COST- BASED
METRIC

When the cost-based metric is used, F(O, Q) is evaluated
using cost(O, Q) measure described in the previous section.
Thus, the goal of the determinization problem for the costbased metric is for each object O ∈ O to choose tags AO ⊆
WO as its deterministic representation, such that cost(O, Q)
is minimized. It is easy to see that:
X
min
cost(O, Q) =
min cost(O, Q).
(10)
A1 ,A2 ,...,A|O|

O∈O

AO

The task thus reduces to determining for each object O ∈ O
its answer set AO independently from other objects, such that
cost(O, Q) specified by Eq. (3) is minimized.
3.1

Expected Cost

The challenge of minimizing cost(O, Q) arises since the
ground truth G is not known and thus cost(O, Q) cannot be
computed directly. The idea of our solution is to choose the
answer set based on expected cost. Namely, let W be the space

of all possible ground truth sets for O, given the uncertain tags
in W . Let G ∈ W be an instance of a possible ground truth.
Table 2 lists all the 8 possible deterministic representations of
the uncertain object in our running example. A possible ground
truth instance G can be any one of the 8 representations. Let
P(G = GO ) be the probability that the instance G is the
actual ground truth of object O. Then, if we choose some
deterministic representation AO for O, we can compute the
expected cost of a query Q with respect to O as:
X
E(cost(O, Q)) =
cost(AO , G, Q) · P(G = GO ) (11)
G∈W

Directly computing expected cost using Eq. (11) is exponential in the number of tags in W and thus impractical. Let
us define PO∈GQ = P(O ∈ GQ ) as the probability that object
O satisfies query Q, based on ground truth tags of O.3 The
following lemma provides an efficient way to compute the
expected cost without enumerating every possible G ∈ W.
The proof is given in Appendix A, which is available as
supplemental online material.
Lemma 1. E(cost(O, Q)) for a particular chosen answer set
A can be computed as:
E(cost(O, Q)) = E(cost(A, G, Q))

(12)

where

E(cost(A, G, Q)) =

c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ) if O ∈ AQ ;
−
cQ · PO∈GQ
if O 6∈ AQ .
(13)

For query workload Q we have:
E(cost(O, Q)) = E(cost(A, G, Q)),

(14)

where
E(cost(A, G, Q)) =

X

fQ · E(cost(A, G, Q)).

(15)

Q∈Q

Given Eq. (14), the optimal answer set, in the expected
sense, can be determined as:
Aopt = arg min E(cost(O, Q)).
A∈W

(16)

While Aopt is not necessarily equal to the ground truth G,
it is the best answer set given that the ground truth can be
any instance G from W with the corresponding probability of
P(G = G). Thus our goal reduces to being able to efficiently
find Aopt . We refer to the problem of finding Aopt that
minimizes E(cost(O, Q)) as the Expected Determinization
problem for the Cost-based Metric (EDCM). We prove in
Appendix B that:
Lemma 2. EDCM is NP-hard.
EDCM remains NP-hard even under some simplified special
cases, such as (a) weights of all queries are the same (it is
already shown in the proof in Appendix B); (b) each query
3. For example, under the assumption that tags Q
in object O are independent
and query Q is a conjunctive query, PO∈GQ = qi ∈TQ P(qi ∈ GO ).
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Answer set
{}
{dog}
{beach}
{pier}

Exp Cost
0.331
0.311
0.321
0.346

Answer set
{dog, beach}
{dog, pier}
{beach, pier}
{dog, beach, pier}

Exp Cost
0.349
0.428
0.539
0.669

TABLE 2
Expected cost for all possible answer sets.

has the same (unit) cost of false positives and false negatives.
This case can also be proven to be NP-hard using a similar idea
to that of Appendix B, but by a reduction from the weighted
MAX-SAT problem.4
To solve EDCM, we next will explain a naive enumerationbased algorithm which finds the exact solution to the problem.
This naive algorithm is, however, exponential in the number
of tags associated with the object. Therefore, it is infeasible
when the number of tags is large, which is the case in multiple
data sets we will use in Section 6. Hence, we develop a
branch-and-bound algorithm to solve EDCM approximately.
In Section 6, we empirically demonstrate that our approximate
solution reaches the quality that is very close to the exact one,
while being orders of magnitude more efficient.
3.2

Enumeration-Based Optimal Approach

The desired Aopt , as defined by Eq. (16), can be found by
enumerating all possible answer sets and picking the one with
the lowest expected cost. For each uncertain tag w ∈ W we
have two choices: either include it in the answer set or not
and thus there are 2|W | possible answer sets. Hence, while
this algorithm is expected to produce high quality (low cost)
results, it is exponential on |W |, and therefore it is impractical
from the computational efficiency perspective.
For instance, Table 2 shows the expected costs with all possible answer sets for the running example. The enumerationbased approach will go over all the 8 possibilities and select
{dog}, since it has the minimum expected cost of 0.311. For
the thresholding approach, if we set τ = 0.5 5 as the threshold,
it will output the answer set {dog, beach}, which ranks only
the 5th among the eight alternatives.
3.3

Branch and Bound Algorithm

Instead of performing a brute-force enumeration, we can employ a faster branch and bound (BB) technique. The approach
discovers answer sets in a greedy fashion so that answer
sets with lower cost tend to be discovered first. Table 3
summarizes the notations we will use to illustrate the proposed
BB algorithm.
3.3.1 Outline of the BB algorithm
The outline of the proposed BB algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 2. The algorithm uses a branch and bound strategy to
4. EDCM can be solved in polynomial time under very specific conditions
such as all queries contain single distinct terms but such situations are
unrealistic.
5. Intuitively, τ = 0.5 is a very good choice of a threshold value, as it
keeps tags that have at least 50% chance of being in the ground truth and
removes the rest.

Notation
Nleaf
H
Qw
Sv
mv
lv = ĉv + ˆ
lv
hv = ĉv + ĥv
Qv
ĉv
ˆ
lv
ĥv
Svh

Meaning
Number of answer sets to be explored
Priority queue for selecting the next best node
Set of queries whose terms include tag w
Sequence of node v
(Unknown) Minimum cost reachable from v
Lower bound on mv
Upper bound on mv
Set of undecided/non-fixed queries for v
Fixed cost of v
Lower bound on non-fixed cost of v
Upper bound on non-fixed cost of v
Upper bound sequence, used to compute ĥv

TABLE 3
Notation for Node v.
G ET-A NSWER -BB(O, Q, Nleaf )
1 A∗ ← ∅
// best answer set observed so far
2 c∗ ← +∞
// lowest cost observed so far
3 initialize H to be an empty priority queue
4 add root node to H
5 while H is not empty do
6
v ← R EMOVE -B EST-N ODE(H)
// check if node v can be pruned
7
if lv > c∗ continue
// update lowest cost c∗ and best answer set A∗
8
if hv < c∗ then
9
c ∗ ← hv
10
A∗ ← A(Svh ) // Answer set for Svh
11
if Nleaf ≤ 0 break
12
if lv 6= hv then
// check if node v needs to branch
13
w ← G ET-N EXT-TAG(v)
14
Nleaf ← B RANCH(v, w, H, Nleaf )
15 return A∗

Fig. 2. Branch and Bound Algorithm.

explore a search tree. Fig. 3 shows a complete search tree for
the running example. Each node v in the tree corresponds to
a partial tag selection where decisions of whether to include
certain tags in the answer set or not have been made. We
capture the partial selection of tags using the concept of
sequence defined as follow:
Definition 2 (Sequence). A sequence is defined as a mapping
S : W → {yes, no, undecided}, which maps each tag
w ∈ W into three categories:
1) S[w] = yes, the algorithm decides to put w in A;
2) S[w] = no, the algorithm decides not to put w in A;
3) S[w] = undecided, the algorithm has not yet decided
whether to put w into A or not.
Sequence S is an answer sequence if it does not contain
undecided tags, and maps uniquely into one particular answer
set A = A(S), where for each w ∈ W it holds w ∈ A iff
S[w] = yes and w 6∈ A iff S[w] = no.
We denote by Sv the sequence that corresponds to node v.
Note that the root of the tree corresponds to a sequence where
all tags are undecided and each leaf node corresponds a
possible answer sequence. The algorithm starts with a priority
queue H that consists of only the root node. At any step, the
algorithm extracts from the priority queue the best node v,
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B RANCH(v, w, H, Nleaf )
1 generate a copy vyes of node v
2 Nleaf ← U PDATE -N ODE(vyes , w, yes, Qv , Nleaf )
3 add vyes to priority queue H
4 generate a copy vno of node v
5 Nleaf ← U PDATE -N ODE(vno , w, no, Qv , Nleaf )
6 add vno to priority queue H
7 return Nleaf
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Fig. 4. Branching Procedure.
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ů͕Ś͗Ϭ͘ϯϬϭ͕Ϭ͘ϯϭϭ
Y͗Ϯ͕ϲ

^Ś͗ ĚŽŐ
ů͕Ś͗Ϭ͘ϯϭϭ͕Ϭ͘ϯϭϭ
Y͗

^Ś͗ ďĞĂĐŚ͕ĚŽŐ
ů͕Ś͗Ϭ͘ϯϰϵ͕Ϭ͘ϯϰϵ
Y͗

Fig. 3. Search Tree for the running example. For each
node v that is visited, three pieces of information are
listed: (1) Svh , upper bound sequence; (2) lv and hv , lower
bound and upper bound; (3) Qv , undecided queries.
associated with a lower bound lv and an upper bound hv of the
lowest cost achievable from expanding this node. If the lower
bound lv is larger than the lowest cost c∗ found so far, the
node can be pruned (Step 7). Otherwise, the algorithm selects
an uncertain tag (Step 13), creates two branches corresponding
to the the decision to map the tag to yes/no and computes
lower and upper bounds of the two nodes generated during
the branching procedure (Step 14). The execution time of
the algorithm is controlled and bounded by using the Nleaf
parameter, where the algorithm is not allowed to explore more
than Nleaf answer sets (Step 11).
The performance of the algorithm depends upon the choice
of the node (amongst all the non-leaf nodes) to branch, the
computation of upper and lower bounds of a node, and the
choice of the tag used to expand the node. We next describe
these components of the algorithm in detail.
3.3.2

Node Selection

The algorithm maintains a priority queue H for picking a node
v that contains the most promising sequence Sv to continue
with. Among the nodes in the priority queue, which one should
we choose to branch next? Let us consider sequence Sv that
corresponds to a node v ∈ H. For v we define Av as the set of
answer sequences that correspond to the leaf nodes derivable
from node v via the branching procedure described above. That
is, Av corresponds to the leaf nodes of the subtree rooted at
node v. For example, for node v2 of the tree in Figure 3,
Av2 = {Sv8 , Sv9 , Sv10 , Sv11 }. Then for node v let
mv = min E(cost(A, G, Q))
A∈Av

(17)

be the value of the minimum expected cost among these
sequences. Notice that if we knew the exact value of mv , it
would have been an ideal key for the priority queue H, since
it would lead to the quickest way to find the best sequences.
The problem is that the exact value of mv is unknown when v
is branched, since the subtree rooted at v is not yet constructed
at that moment.
Even though mv is unknown it is possible to quickly
determine good lower and upper bounds on its value `v ≤

mv ≤ hv , without comparing scores of each sequence in
Av . For any node v, if Sv is an answer sequence then the
bounds are equal to the cost of the sequence itself, otherwise
the bounds are computed as explained next.
3.3.3

Upper Bound

To compute an upper bound on mv , it is sufficient to
pick one answer sequence A from Av and then set hv =
E(cost(A, G, Q)). We refer to such an answer sequence as
the upper bound sequence Svh for node v. The procedure for
choosing Svh determines the quality of the upper bound.
The proposed algorithm employs a greedy strategy to compute upper bound sequence, as illustrated in Figure 5. It
traverses all w ∈ Svh in a particular order that we will explain
later. For each undecided tag w, it assigns to Svh [w] the
best yes/no decision that results in the minimum expected cost
of query workload. We observe that the decision for one tag
w will affect only the results of those queries whose terms
include w, which we refer to as Qw . Thus, the greedy strategy
makes best decision for each undecided tag w ∈ Svh such
that overall expected cost of queries in Qw is minimized.
Notice that once the algorithm determines the values of
all w ∈ Svh , the procedure E XP -C OST in Step 5 and 7
actually computes expected cost using Eq. 13. However, the
challenge of computing expected cost arises since Svh is not
an answer sequence until the end of the greedy algorithm.
Eq. 13 is not applicable in that case, because there might
exist some undecided tag in Svh and the algorithm can
not yet determine whether Q will be satisfied. To resolve this
challenge, we rewrite Eq. 13 as follows:
E(cost(S, G, Q)) = c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ) · PO∈SQ
+ c−
Q · PO∈GQ · (1 − PO∈SQ ) (18)
where PO∈SQ is the probability that object O satisfies query
Q based on the associated sequence S. Notice that if S is an
answer sequence, then PO∈SQ will be either 1 or 0 and Eq. 18
is actually equivalent to Eq. 13. While S is not yet an answer
sequence, we make an assumption that for each undecided
tag w ∈ S, P(w ∈ A), which denotes the probability that w
will be included in answer set A, is equal to P(w ∈ G). Thus,
according to the value of S[w], P(w ∈ A) is computed in the
following three cases:
1) iff S[w] = yes, then P(w ∈ A) = 1.
2) iff S[w] = no, then P(w ∈ A) = 0.
3) iff S[w] = undecided, then P(w ∈ A) = P(w ∈ G).
Thus for aQ
conjunctive query Q, PO∈SQ can be computed as
PO∈SQ = qi ∈TQ P(qi ∈ A).
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C OMPUTE -U PPER -B OUND -S EQUENCE(v)
1 Svh ← Sv
// initialize upper bound sequence Svh
2 for each w ∈ Svh do
// make yes/no decision for an undecided tag w
3
if Svh [w] = undecided then
4
Svh [w] ←
P yes
5
cyes ← Q∈Qw E XP -C OST(Svh , G, Q)
//Eq. 18
6
Svh [w] P
← no
7
cno ← Q∈Qw E XP -C OST(Svh , G, Q)
//Eq. 18
// choose the decision with the minimum cost
8
if cyes < cno then
9
Svh [w] ← yes
10
else
11
Svh [w] ← no

Fig. 5. Procedure for computing upper bound sequence.
Observe that if v is a leaf node, its sequence Sv and upper
bound sequence Svh will be identical. Also notice that an
upper bound sequence Svh is an answer sequence even if the
node v is not a leaf node. Therefore every time upper bound
sequence of a node is changed during branching procedure, we
“observe” a new answer sequence. The algorithm stops after
observing Nleaf answer sequences and returns the best answer
set observed thus far.
3.3.4 Lower Bound
As defined by Eq. (15), the expected cost E(cost(A, G, Q))
of answer set A is computed over all the queries in query
workload Q. One answer set A may be the best one for certain
queries in Q, but not for the others. To compute a lower bound
on mv , we find the answer set with lowest expected cost for
each query independently and use the sum of these costs as
the lower bound. That is, for a given node v
X
fQ · min E(cost(A, G, Q)) ≤ min E(cost(A, G, Q))
Q∈Q

A∈Av

A∈Av

P
Thus, Q∈Q fQ · minA∈Av E(cost(A, G, Q)) can be used as
the lower bound on mv , and the task becomes to compute
minA∈Av E(cost(A, G, Q)) for each Q ∈ Q.
For a given node v and query Q, there are three
different cases for computing the lowest expected cost
minA∈Av E(cost(A, G, Q)), depending on Q and the sequence
Sv that corresponds to v:
1) Query Q will retrieve object O based on Sv .6 Thus only
a false positive is possible and the expected cost can be
already computed as c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ), even if Sv itself
is not yet an answer sequence.
2) Query Q will not retrieve object O based on Sv .7 Thus
only a false negative is possible. Like Case 1, without
knowing the decision for undecided tags in Sv , we can
already compute the expected cost for Q as c−
Q · PO∈GQ .
3) It is undecided whether Q will retrieve object O or not.8
Thus, the best answer set derived from S is the one
that leads to the minimum cost. Therefore, the lowest
−
expected cost is min(c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ), cQ · PO∈GQ ).
6. For a conjunctive query, the test is ∀q ∈ TQ , Sv [q] = yes.
7. For a conjunctive query, the test is ∃q ∈ TQ s.t. Sv [q] = no.
8. For a conjunctive query, the test is ∃q ∈ TQ s.t. Sv [q] = undecided
and 6 ∃q ∈ TQ s.t. Sv [q] = no.

The computed values of lower and upper bounds can be
used to estimate mv . Such estimation can serve as the key in
the priority queue H. The upper bound hv is the expected cost
of the answer set determined by the greedy algorithm shown
in Fig. 5. While not necessarily equal to mv , it is very close to
mv in our experiment. Therefore, we employ the upper bound
as the key. The lower bound and upper bound are also utilized
to prune the search space, as explained before.
3.3.5

Choosing a Tag to Branch Next

Once a node v is chosen, we need to choose one undecided
tag of the node to branch next. The intuition is that if tag w
we choose is a common term for the queries in workload, then
making a decision for w will help to quickly determine the
expected cost of many queries. Hence, the algorithm sorts all
tags of Sv by frequency of occurrence. Every time it needs
to choose an undecided tag to branch next, it chooses the
one that appears in most of the queries in the workload. As a
result, the greedy algorithm in Figure 5 also follows the same
order for determining values of undecided tags.
3.4

Query-Level Optimization

The performance of the BB algorithm can be significantly
improved further by employing query-level optimizations. For
a given sequence Sv of node v, we might be able to exactly
determine the expected cost of certain queries (e.g., Cases 1
and 2 above), even if Sv is not an answer sequence. In other
words, for these queries we can get their cost without expanding Sv into the corresponding answer sequences A ∈ Av . We
refer to such cost as fixed cost of v, and to such queries as
fixed or decided queries with respect to O. Thus, each node
v is also associated with the set of undecided queries Qv , its
fixed cost ĉv , as well as its lower and upper bounds ˆlv and ĥv
on non-fixed cost. Note that lv = ĉv + ˆlv and hv = ĉv + ĥv .
Fixed cost and fixed queries give us an opportunity to make
the BB algorithm even more efficient by reducing the number
of queries involved in computing the expected cost.
When the algorithm performs a branching at a node, as
illustrated in Figure 4, it creates two new nodes vyes and vno ,
by making yes/no decision for one undecided tag w. The
procedure in Figure 6 is then used to compute the lower bound
and upper bound of each new node. Since one additional tag is
now decided for each new node v, it is possible that expected
cost for some query Q ∈ Qv can be computed (Case 1 and
2). If so, Q becomes a fixed query for the new node and will
not be considered in future computations derived from that
node. Based on the relation between Sv and Q, there are three
different cases for updating ĉv , ˆlv and ĥv :
1) Query Q will retrieve object O based on Sv . The cost of
Q can only be caused by a false positive and Q becomes
a fixed query. Thus, the lower bound on non-fixed cost
ˆlv and the fixed cost ĉv will be updated as follow:
ˆlv ← ˆlv − fQ · min(c+ · (1 − PO∈G ), c− · PO∈G )
Q
Q
Q
Q
(19)
+
ĉv ← ĉv + fQ · cQ · (1 − PO∈GQ )
(20)
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U PDATE -N ODE(v, w, value, Q, Nleaf )
1 Qv ← ∅
// initialize set of undecided queries
2 Sv [w] ← value // store yes or no
3 for each Q ∈ Q do
4
if Q will retrieve object O then
// Case 1
5
update ĉv and ˆ
lv according to Eq. 19 and 20
6
if Q will not retrieve object O then // Case 2
7
update ĉv and ˆ
lv according to Eq. 19 and 21
8
if Q is not decided for O then
// Case 3
9
Qv ← Qv ∪ {Q}
10 if Svh [w] 6= value then
11
C OMPUTE -U PPER -B OUND -S EQUENCE(v)
12
Nleaf ← Nleaf − 1 // new answer set observed
13 if Svh [w] 6= value or |Qv | < |Q| then
// update upper bound on non-fixed cost of node v
14
ĥv ← E XP -C OST(Svh , G, Qv )
15 return Nleaf

Fig. 6. Procedure for updating node information, including
lower and upper bounds.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the BB algorithm shown in Fig. 2.
Since one query has become fixed, the upper bound on
non-fixed cost ĥv needs to be recomputed (Step 14).
2) Query Q will not retrieve object O based on Sv . The
cost of Q can only be caused by a false negative and Q
becomes a fixed query. In this case, ˆlv will be updated
using Eq. 19 and ĉv will be updated as follow:
ĉv ← ĉv + fQ · c−
Q · PO∈GQ

(21)

Like in case 1, ĥv needs to recomputed as well.
3) Q is still not decided for object O. In this case, neither
ĉv nor ˆlv needs to be updated.
This optimization technique trades memory consumption for
computational efficiency, as each node v in priority queue
H maintains the set of undecided queries Qv . Thus, when
the amount of memory is limited, this optimization technique
should not be applied. However, it works well in practice
and does not require much memory space. This is because
typically few queries in Q are relevant to a particular objects
O, e.g. only those that contain tags from W . Furthermore,
each yes/no decision tend to convert lots of undecided
queries into decided ones, thus |Qv | reduces significantly as
the algorithm moves toward the leaf nodes.
Example 1. Figures 3 and 7 illustrate the search tree and
the execution of the proposed BB algorithm for the running
example. Figure 7 lists the values of three important variables
reached at the beginning of each iteration: (1) H, the priority
queue; (2) A∗ , the best answer set found so far; and (3) c∗ ,
the lowest cost found so far. The super script ‘b’ means that
the node is to be branched in this iteration. The superscript
‘p’ means that the node is to be pruned according to its lower
bound and the lowest cost c∗ found so far. The superscript ‘a’

means that the node corresponds to an answer sequence and
thus will not be branched anymore. Because of the priority
queue, the algorithm quickly finds the best answer set {dog}
after 3 iterations. Due to the pruning strategy, only 3 out of
15 nodes have been explored and branched: v1 , v2 , and v4 .
3.5 Performance of Branch and Bound
Let Qv be the set of queries in query workload and T be
the maximum number of query terms, W be the number
of uncertain tags in the object, Nleaf be the limit on the
number of answer sets observed. In Appendix C, we prove
that the computational complexity of the BB algorithm is
O(Nleaf (|Qv | + log Nleaf )).
As we will see in Section 6, even small values of Nleaf ,
lead to nearly optimal quality of the BB algorithm on large
datasets in practice. This results in orders of magnitude of
improvement of BB over the optimal enumeration algorithm
in terms of the efficiency.
3.6 Robust Workload
To make the solution resilient to small changes in the workload
at runtime, the approach adds the default workload Qdef to the
original workload Qorig given to the algorithm, that is, Q =
Qorig ∪ Qdef . It does so by using a Lidstone’s estimation-like
technique that creates a uniform prior on unobserved queries
by adding small values λ to query frequencies [9]. Let V be
the vocabulary that contains all the distinct tags found in the
provided corpus of objects O. Then Qdef is constructed by
creating a query Q = w for each word w ∈ V with c+ =
c− = 0.5 and f = λ for some small value of λ. This ensures
that all the words found in the object corpus O are also covered
in the query workload Q, while at the same time the choice of
tags for each objects O ∈ O will still be largely determined
by the original workload Qorig since λ is small. We will see in
Section 6 that this technique makes the overall approach very
robust to small changes in the original query workload.

4

D ETERMINIZATION FOR S ET- BASED M ETRIC

Previous sections described a solution to the determinization
problem for the cost-based metric. In this section we describe
how to solve the problem for the set-based metrics.
4.1 Expected F-measure
Since the ground truth tags are not known, Fα (O, Q) in Eq. 9
can not be computed directly. The idea is thus to determinize
objects based on expected F-measure. That is, let WO be the
space of all possible subsets of O. Each G ∈ WO could be a
possible set of objects that satisfy a query Q based on ground
truth tags. Thus, the expected F-measure of a determinization
result, with respect to query Q, is computed as:
E(Fα (O, Q)) = E(Fα (AQ , GQ ))
(22)
X
where E(Fα (AQ , GQ )) =
Fα (AQ , G)P(G = GQ ). For
G∈WO

a query workload Q, we have
X
E(Fα (O, Q)) =
fQ · E(Fα (O, Q)).
Q∈Q

(23)
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D ETERMINIZE F(O, Q, τ )
1 count ← 0
2 prevF ← −∞
3 determinize O using query unaware algorithm
4 while true do
5
i ← P ICK N EXT(O)
6
for each Q ∈ Q do
−
7
FQ
← E(Fα (AQ \ {Oi }, GQ ))
S
+
8
FQ
← E(Fα (AQ {Oi }, GQ ))
9
currF ← BBF(Oi , Q)
// determinize Oi
10
count ← (count + 1)%|O|
11
if count = 1
12
if currF − prevF < τ
13
break
14
prevF ← currF

Fig. 8. Efficient Algorithm for set-based determinization

Thus, our goal reduces to determinizing all objects O ∈ O,
such that E(Fα (O, Q)) is maximized. It is easy to prove that
this problem is also NP-hard.
4.2 Efficient approach for computing Expected Fmeasure
For a particular query Q, each object O can either satisfy it
or not, so there are 2|O| possible ground truth sets for Q.
Simply enumerating over WO to compute E(Fα (AQ , GQ )) is
infeasible. One observation is that while computing expected
F-measure with respect to a particular query Q, we need to
consider only those objects that can possibly satisfy Q. We
thus define candidate set as OQ = {O ∈ O : PO∈GQ > 0}.
In practice, |OQ | is smaller than |O| and we can reduce the
size of enumeration space from 2|O| to 2|OQ | .
However, the computation is still exponential. We take the
approach proposed in [5], which uses Taylor series expansion
to approximate E(Fα (AQ , GQ )). The approximation of Fmeasure for a particular AQ is computed as:
P
(1 + α) O∈AQ PO∈GQ
P
Ê(Fα (AQ , GQ )) =
(24)
|AQ | + α O∈OQ PO∈GQ
In [5], it is shown that Ê(Fα (AQ , GQ )) leads to highly accurate results, especially for large values of |OQ |. Thus we use a
hybrid approach. When |OQ | is smaller than a threshold τenum ,
it employs enumeration to compute exact E(Fα (AQ , GQ )),
otherwise, it takes the approximation Ê(Fα (AQ , GQ )). We set
τenum to be 6, as suggested by [5].
4.3

Iterative Algorithm

In this section, we propose an efficient iterative approach
to the determinization problem for the set-based metric. The
basic framework is outlined in Figure 8. It first determinize
all objects (Step 3), using a query unaware algorithm, such as
threshold-based or random algorithm, followed by an iterative
procedure. In each iteration, the algorithm picks one object
Oi (Step 5). It then treats other objects O \ {Oi } as already
determinized, and determinizes Oi again such that the overall
expected F-measure E(Fα (O, Q)) is maximized (Step 6-9).
In this way, E(Fα (O, Q)) will either increase or remain the

same in each iteration. For every |O| iterations, the algorithm
checks the value of E(Fα (O, Q)), and stops if the increase of
the value since last check-point is less than certain threshold.
The main question is how to, in each iteration, determinize the
chosen object Oi such that the overall expected F-measure is
maximized.
4.3.1 Negative and Positive F-measure
To answer the question, let us first define two values for each
query Q: negative F-measure, referred as FQ− , and positive Fmeasure referred as FQ+ . For a chosen object Oi , FQ− is defined
as the expected F-measure with respect to Q if Oi is excluded
from AQ , that is FQ− := E(Fα (AQ \ {Oi }, GQ )). Likewise,
FQ+ is defined as the expected F-measure if Oi is included in
S
AQ , that is FQ+ := E(Fα (AQ {Oi }, GQ )).
Example 2. Assume the candidate set for a query Q
is OQ = {O1 , O2 , O3 , O4 , O5 , O6 , O7 } and the corresponding probabilities of these objects satisfying Q are
{0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 0.3, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1}. Assume that in some iteration, according to the determinization results of objects in OQ ,
the set of objects
= {O1 , O2 , O3 }. We
P satisfying Q is AQ P
can see that
P
=
1.4,
O∈G
Q
O∈AQ
O∈OQ PO∈GQ = 2
and |AQ | = 3. According to Eq. 24, the approximation of
F1-measure (F-measure for α = 1) is 2 × 1.4/(3 + 2) =
0.56. Now assume the algorithm needs to compute FQ− and
FQ+ for O1 . Observe
P that AQ \ {O1 } = {O2 , O3 }, thus
|AQ \ {O1 }| = 2, O∈AQ \{O1 } PO∈GQ = 1.3 and the value
S
of FQ− is 2 × 1.3/(2 + 2) = 0.65. Since AQ {O1 } = AQ ,
the value of FQ+ is already computed as 0.56.
4.3.2 Determinizing Individual Object
Having updated negative and positive F-measures for all
queries, we are left with the problem of how to determinize the
chosen object Oi such that the overall expected F-measure of
the query workload is maximized. This problem is virtually the
same as the EDCM problem, where the goal is to determinize
an object such that the overall expected cost of a query
workload is minimized. Thus, we can employ the Branch and
Bound algorithm in Section 3.3. More specifically, the BB
algorithm can be applied with two small modifications:
1) If we look into Eq. 13, c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ) is the expected
cost of query Q if object O is included in AQ and
c−
Q · PO∈GQ is the expected cost if O is excluded
from AQ . Likewise, FQ+ is the expected F-measure with
respect to Q if object O is included in AQ and FQ−
is the expected F-measure if O is excluded from AQ .
Therefore, while applying the BB algorithm, we just
−
need to replace c+
Q · (1 − PO∈GQ ) and cQ · PO∈GQ by
+
−
FQ and FQ respectively.
2) Since the original BB algorithm is to find the minimum,
while our task here is to find the maximum, the BB
algorithm needs to be changed in a symmetric fashion
(for example, exchanging the ways to compute lower
bound and upper bound). The main structure of the
algorithm stays unchanged.
We call the modified BB algorithm as BBF. As shown in
Step 9 of Figure 8, the BBF procedure is used to determinize
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object

the chosen object Oi to maximize the overall expected Fmeasure of query workload Q and return the resulting maximum expected F-measure.
4.3.3 Picking Next Object
Another question is how to pick next object to determinize.
One strategy is for each object Oi ∈ O to look ahead
the overall expected F-measure resulted from choosing this
object. The object that leads to the maximum value is chosen
as the object to determinize. This strategy, though ensuring
maximum increase of the overall expected F-measure in each
iteration, will add a linear factor to the overall complexity
of the algorithm. Thus, it is not suitable for large datasets.
Another strategy is to simply loop over the dataset or choose
objects in a random order. Although this strategy is not
necessarily the best one in terms of leading the algorithm
towards convergence, it is a constant operation. We thus
employ the second strategy.
4.3.4 Performance of Iterative Algorithm
The computational complexity of the iterative algorithm (Figure 8) is determined by the while-loop. Each iteration of the
while-loop consists of computing FQ− and FQ+ for each query
Q (Steps 6-8) and calling the BBF procedure (Step 9). We
can prove the following lemma (Appendix D):
Lemma 3. FQ− and FQ+ for one query Q can be updated in
constant time.
Therefore, the complexity of each iteration is O(|Q| +
BBtime ), where BBtime is the complexity of the branch and
bound algorithm described in Section 3.3. The overall complexity of the iterative algorithm is then O(n(|Q| + BBtime )),
where n is the number of iterations before the algorithm stops.
4.4

Other Set-Based Metrics

While we illustrate the algorithm using F-measure, the iterative
framework can also be used for optimizing other set-based
metrics, such as Jaccard distance and Symmetric distance [6].
We can observe from Figure 8 that instead of computing FQ−
and FQ+ (Step 7, 8), the task is now to update expected Jaccard
distance or Symmetric distance in the two cases where the
chosen object Oi is included in AQ and not. The remaining
part of the algorithm can stay the same.

5

E XTENSIONS

TO SOLUTIONS

In developing the solution, we have made some assumptions
both about the data and the query, many of which can be
relaxed by appropriate extensions to the proposed scheme.
We show how to handle correlation among tags and test the
impact of leveraging the correlation in Appendix E. We show
how to process non-conjuctive queries specified in the form
of DNF/CNF in Appendix F. In this section, we focus on how
to extend the proposed solution to handle mutual exclusion
amongst tags.
Techniques like entity resolution and speech tagging may
return probabilistic attributes that have mutually exclusive

a1
water what
0.6
0.4

a2
boat both sky
0.8
0.2
0.8

a3
style
0.2

Fig. 9. Example of XOR model.
values/tags. Specifically, one such typical representation is
when, one object O is annotated with a set of probabilistic
attributes {a1 , a2 , · · · , aK }. Each attribute ai is given as a
random variable that takes mutually exclusive values ui ∈ Uai
with probability pi ∈ Pai , where:
1) Uai = {u1 , u2 , · · · , u|Uai | } is an option tag set that
consists of mutually exclusive possible tags for ai .
2) Pai = {p1 , p2 , · · · , p|Uai | } stores the corresponding
probabilities, where pj is the probability
P that the ground
truth value of attribute ai is uj and j pj = 1.
We call this representation as mutual-exclusion (XOR) model.
Figure 9 shows an example of XOR model. The object has
3 attributes {a1 , a2 , a3 }. For instance, attribute a3 can take
two values, either sky with probability 0.8, or style with
probability 0.2. Since the values are mutually exclusive, query
Q = sky ∧ style should not retrieve this object.
Observe that the tag model from Section 2 is actually a
special case of the XOR model. Namely, each pair (wi , pi )
in the tag model corresponds to one attribute ai in the XOR
model associated with an option set Ui = {wi , null} and a
probability set Pai = {pi , 1−pi }, where null means no option
tag of the attribute is in the ground truth.
Based on above observation, both BB and iterative algorithms can be naturally extended to handle objects in XOR
model as follows:
1) Sequence. Instead of mapping each attribute to yes, no,
or undecided, a sequence now maps each attribute a into
either undecided or one option tag u ∈ Ua .
2) Branching. While branching on a tree node v, instead
of making yes/no decisions, the algorithm will now create
one new node vu for each u ∈ Ua , where vu is equal to v
except that the sequence of vu now maps attribute a into u.
As a result, the search tree is no longer binary in general.
3) Computing PO∈GQ . The way to compute PO∈GQ will
need to be adjusted accordingly. In general, there is known
result [5] that if the number of the query terms n in a conjunctive query Q = q1 , q2 , . . . , qn is bounded by a constant,
then for XOR model PO∈GQ can be computed in O(K) time
where K is the number of probabilistic attributes of object O.

6

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section we empirically evaluate the proposed approaches in terms of both the quality and efficiency.
6.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets.
1. RealSpeech consists of 525 speech segments, each
containing a sentence from broadcast news such as VOA. This
dataset imitates speech annotation of uploaded videos. Ground

Query Workload.
We test our solution over several
synthetic query workloads where parameters of workloads
follow certain distributions, similar to [11], [12]. While
we experiment with several query workloads (discussed
later), most of the experiments were conducted on the main
query workload Qorig that consists of single- and multi-term
queries. Similar to [5], to make queries more meaningful,
we pick combinations of single and multiple terms whose
co-occurrence count in the whole corpus of objects exceeds
zero. Then for each query Q ∈ Qorig we generate f , c+ and
c− by first generating two random numbers r1 , r2 ∼ U [0, 1]
−
and then setting fQ = r1 , c+
Q = r2 and cQ = 1 − r2 . We
then generate the default workload Qdef as described in
Section 3.6 to achieve robustness to changes in Qorig . The
resulting workload is Q = Qorig ∪ Qdef .
Quality Metrics. We report the true (real) quality metrics
reached by various techniques as defined in Eq. (4) and (9).
The expected quality metrics are used by the algorithms
only internally and thus not reported. As common for these
types of experiments, all techniques are first applied to the
probabilistic data without giving them the knowledge of the
ground truth tags. Then their output is compared against the
ground truth tags, which are known for the dataset.
Approaches. We test the results of the following approaches.
1. Branch and Bound (BB). Section 3.3.
2. Iterative Algorithm. Section 4.3.
3. Enum. Enumeration based approach.
4. Thresholding. This approach is described in Section 2.3. To set the threshold τ for the approach, we randomly
set aside 2/5 of the data as validation dataset Dval and 3/5
as testing dataset Dtest . We pick the τ that leads to minimum
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truth tags for this dataset are given, thus making it possible
to test the quality of various approaches. The average number
of words in one sentence is 20. We applied an ASR ensemble
approach to combine two speech recognizers to get a tag model
representation for each speech segment.
2. PubData consists of 11.7K publications and 14.6K
authors derived from CiteSeer and HPSearch datasets. The
objects in it are publications and attributes are references to
authors in these publications, which can be ambiguous. The
references are resolved using the entity resolution method from
[10]. It generates the list of alternatives for each attribute as
well as their probabilities. Notice that objects in this dataset
are represented in XOR model.
3. LargeImg This semi-real dataset consists of 60, 000
real tagged Flickr images. Each image is tagged with 8 words
on average. The probabilistic attributes for this dataset have
been generated synthetically from these real tags as follows:
For each ground truth tag g ∈ G, we generate an attribute with
N option tags. The probabilities p1 , p2 , · · · , pN for N option
tags are assigned by generating N random numbers drawn
from uniform distribution in (0, 1] and normalizing them such
that they add up to 1. The interval method in [5] is then used
to decide which option tag ui is the ground truth value for the
attribute, such that the chance of ui being the ground truth is pi

ĐŽƐƚ
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Fig. 10. Cost of different approaches.

cost on Dval . All methods are compared on Dtest . In XOR
model, we use top-1 method to pick the tag with maximum
probability. For clarity of presentation, we still call it as
Thresholding.
5. Random guessing. To have an idea of which score
a mediocre approach would get, we use the following random
strategy as another baseline. For each tag wi ∈ W , the random
strategy generates a random number ri ∼ U [0, 1] and includes
wi into answer set A iff ri > 0.5.
6.2

Experiments

Experiment 1 (Quality of various approaches). This experiment compares all approaches in terms of the cost defined
in Eq. (4). The lower the cost is, the better the quality is.
Figure 10 plots the cost of different approaches on three
datasets. As expected, on all three datasets, we can observe
that BB quickly achieves almost the same quality as that of
Enum for small value of Nleaf . We can notice that both Enum
and BB show about 30% improvement in cost over the baseline
threshold-based approach.
Experiment 2 (Comparing to the Probabilistic-DBMS
solution). In the setting of our problem, object tags must
be stored as a deterministic representation. But a question
arises of how the cost/quality will be affected if this was
not a requirement. This experiment tests what would happen
if the existing applications, such as Flickr, start to allow
probabilistic input and also would be able to correctly interpret
the probabilities internally.
We refer to this solution as probabilistic solution Prob. In
this solution, there is no need to decide which tag should be
in the answer set. The probabilistic representation of object O
is kept in a probabilistic DB. Thus, Prob can optimize over
each individual query independently and choose deterministic
representation that leads to minimum expected cost min(c+
Q·
(1 − PO∈GQ ), c−
·
P
).
This
approach
provides
us
a
sense
O∈G
Q
Q
of the best performance from the expected perspective.
Notice, however, even though Prob could reach high quality, naturally Prob cannot be used directly for the problem
of determinzation studied in this paper. Hence the comparison
is inherently unfair to determinization solutions, but we nevertheless plot the Prob solution in all experiments to provide
a sense of how close / far the determinization solution is
compared to the best possible performance as would be the
case with the Prob approach.

speedup

Experiment 3 (Performance of the BB algorithm). The
goal of the Branch and Bound algorithm is to reduce the
exponential search space of the problem, while maintaining
almost the same quality. The BB algorithm stops after observing Nleaf answer sets. This experiment compares Enum and
the BB algorithm for different values of Nleaf in terms of both
efficiency and quality.
Figure 11 shows the accuracy of the BB algorithm on
RealSpeech and LargeImg dataset, that is the fraction
of objects where the cost of answer set A generated by the
BB algorithm is equal to that of Aopt generated by Enum. The
accuracy of 1 means the cost of A always equal to the cost
of A. The accuracy shown in the figure is averaged over 50
different instances of query workload, where queries in each
instance are assigned random weights, false positive and false
negative costs. Figure 12 shows the corresponding speedup by
the BB algorithm over the Enum, which is computed as the
time of Enum divided by the time of the BB algorithm.
On RealSpeech dataset, we can observe that after expanding only Nleaf = 30 leaf nodes, the accuracy is above
0.9, while BB is still about 1000 times faster than Enum and
takes 0.06 second for the dataset. Similarly, on LargeImg
dataset, where objects are represented using the XOR model,
the BB algorithm quickly achieves the accuracy of 0.95 even
for small Nleaf = 15. The difference is that the speedup is now
200× and BB takes 1.43 second, while on the RealSpeech
dataset the speedup is above 2000× for Nleaf = 15. This,
however, is as expected, since the average number of tags per
object in LargeImg is less than that in RealSpeech. The
advantage of BB is less in such cases.
Figure 13 shows the improvement achieved by using querylevel optimization, as described in Section 3.4. When Nleaf is
small, the BB algorithm with query-level optimization shows
a 3× speedup over that without optimization, and the speedup
increases as Nleaf increases.
Experiment 4 (Performance on various workloads). This

Speedup

Fig. 13. Speedup over nonoptimized BB.
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Fig. 12. Speedup of BB.

Figure 10 compares BB and Enum to the probabilistic
solution. One interesting observation is that Enum and the
BB algorithm actually have similar quality to that of the
probabilistic solution, which is supposed to achieve the best
quality in terms of the expected cost.
Thus, interestingly, for the studied problem setting, storing
data in a deterministic DB by applying determinization procedure turns out to be a competitive solution (compared to
using probabilistic DBs), especially given that deterministic
DBs tend to be faster and more widespread.
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Fig. 14. Performance on special workloads.
experiment tests different approaches on some special workloads: (a) uniform weights: weights of queries in the workload
are the same. (b) equal costs: false positive cost is equal to
false negative cost for each query. (c) zipf’s weights: weights
of queries in the workload follow zipf’s distribution. As shown
in figure 14, both Enum and BB outperforms Thresholding
across all different workloads. The gap between BB and
Thresholding in equal costs workload is relatively small.
This is as expected, because Thresholding prefers consistent ratio of false positive and false negative costs across
different queries, while BB can adapt well to different ratios.
Experiment 5 (Adaptivity to change in query workload). The query workload Q provided for generating the
deterministic representation, and the actual query workload
Qact used during querying can be different in practice. This
experiment tests how various approaches are affected as the
original workload Q is gradually changed into a completely
different workload Qrnd .
In this experiment, all the techniques are trained on Q =
Qorig ∪Qdef to determinize uncertain objects. We create another
query workload Qrnd , which is the same as Q, except the
weights and costs of all queries in Qrnd are generated as
follows: for each query Q ∈ Qrnd , we first generate two
random numbers x1 , x2 ∼ U [0, 1] and then set fQ = x1 ,
−
c+
Q = x2 and cQ = 1 − x2 . In this way, some queries such
as those in Qdef , which is not important in Q, may become
important in Qrnd . On the other hand, those queries with high
weights in Q may become less important in Qrnd .
The actual workload Qact is generated as a mix of Q and
Qrnd as follows. For each query Q1 ∈ Q and its corresponding
query Q2 ∈ Qrnd , we construct query Q0 ∈ Qact as: (1) TQ0 =
TQ1 = TQ2 ; (2) fQ0 = (1 − α)fQ1 + αfQ2 ; (3) c−
Q0 = (1 −
−
+
+
+
α)c−
+
αc
;
and
(4)
c
=
(1
−
α)c
+
αc
0
Q2 , where
Q1
Q2
Q
Q1
parameter α ∈ [0, 1] controls the relative contribution of the
Q and Qrnd workloads.
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Figure 15 shows the performance of the proposed BB algorithm and the probabilistic solution on LargeImg dataset.
The actual query workload Qact changes from the original
workload Q (α = 0) into a different workload Qrnd (α = 1),
as α is changing from 0 to 1. The performance of BB
remains very close to that of Prob for small values of α
(< 0.4). Although not shown in the figure, BB is always better
than thresholding until the query workload becomes
completely different (α = 1). This figure illustrates that the
proposed BB approach is quite robust to small query changes.
Experiment 6 (F1 measure of various approaches). To
test the proposed iterative algorithm, we compare it with
other query unaware approaches, in terms of F1 measure.
Figure 16 shows F1 measure of various approaches on both
RealSpeech and LargeImg datasets. We use object selection techniques in [5] as the probabilistic solution. It can be
seen that our iterative algorithm is better than thresholdbased algorithm. Enum approach is not involved in comparison, because it is infeasible to test it even on a small dataset.
However, the quality of iterative algorithm is very close
to that of prob, which represents the upper bound on quality
achieved by any determinization algorithm.
Experiment 7 (Efficiency of iterative algorithm). Figure 17
tests the effect of data size on the efficiency of iterative
algorithm on LargeImg dataset. The number of objects in
LargeImg is changed from 1, 000 to 11, 000. The figure
illustrates that time spent by iterative is almost linear
in the size of dataset.

7 R ELATED W ORK
Determinizing Probabilistic Data. While we are not aware
of any prior work that directly addresses the issue of determinizing probabilistic data as studied in this paper, the
works that are very related to ours are [5], [6]. They explore
how to determinize answers to a query over a probabilistic
database. In contrast, we are interested in best deterministic
representation of data (and not that of a answer to a query)
so as to continue to use existing end-applications that take
only deterministic input. The differences in the two problem
settings lead to different challenges. Authors in [13] address
a problem that chooses the set of uncertain objects to be
cleaned, in order to achieve the best improvement in the quality
of query answers. However, their goal is to improve quality
of single query, while ours is to optimize quality of overall
query workload. Also, they focus on how to select the best
set of objects and each selected object is cleaned by human
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clarification, whereas we determinize all objects automatically.
These differences essentially lead to different optimization
challenges. Another related area is MAP inference in graphical
model [14], [15], which aims to find the assignment to each
variable that jointly maximizes the probability defined by
the model. The determinization problem for the cost-based
metric can be potentially viewed as an instance of MAP
inference problem. If we view the problem that way, the
challenge becomes that of developing fast and high-quality
approximate algorithm for solving the corresponding NP-hard
problem. Section 3.3 exactly provides such algorithms, heavily
optimized and tuned to specifically our problem setting.
Probabilistic Data Models. A variety of advanced probabilistic data models [16], [17], [18] have been proposed in
the past. Our focus however was determinizing probabilistic
objects, such as image tags and speech output, for which the
probabilistic attribute model suffices. We note that determining
probabilistic data stored in more advanced probabilistic models
such as And/Xor tree [6] might also be interesting. Extending
our work to deal with data of such complexity remains an
interesting future direction of work.
Index term selection. There are several related research
efforts that deal with the problem of selecting terms to
index document for document retrieval. A term-centric pruning
method described in [19] retains top postings for each term
according to the individual score impact that each posting
would have if the term appeared in an ad-hoc search query.
Authors in [20] propose a scalable term selection for text
categorization, which is based on coverage of the terms. The
focus of these research efforts is on relevance – that is, getting
the right set of terms that are most relevant to document. In our
problem, a set of possibly relevant terms and their relevance
to the document are already given by other data processing
techniques. Thus, our goal is not to explore the relevance of
terms to documents, but to select keywords from the given set
of terms to represent the document, such that the quality of
answers to triggers/queries is optimized.
Query intent disambiguation. History data such as a query
workload and click graph have been used in the research area
of query intent disambiguation [21], [22], [23], [24]. Query
logs in these works are used to predict more relevant terms
for queries, or in other words more accurate intent of queries.
However, our goal is not to predict appropriate terms, but to get
the right keywords from the terms that are already generated
by automated data generation tool. Query workload in our
setting is not a source of feature for classification, but used to
drive the optimization of the end performance of application.

14

Thus techniques in these works are not directly applicable in
the context of the problem domain we are addressing.
Query and tag recommendation. Another related research
area is that of query recommendation and tag recommendation
[25], [26], [27], [28]. Based on a query-flow graph representation of query logs, authors in [25] develop a measure
of semantic similarity between queries, which is used for
the task of producing diverse and useful recommendations.
Rae et al. [27] propose an extendable framework of tag
recommendation, using co-occurrence analysis of tags used
in both user specific context (personal, social contact, social
group) and non user specific context (collective). The focus
of these works is on how to model similarities and correlations between queries/tags and recommend queries/tags based
on those information. However, our goal is not to measure
similarity between object tags and queries, but to select tags
from a given set of uncertain tags to optimize certain quality
metric of answers to multiple queries.

8

C ONCLUSIONS

AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have considered the problem of determinizing
uncertain objects to enable such data to be stored in preexisting systems, such as Flickr, that take only deterministic
input. The goal is to generate a deterministic representation
that optimize the quality of answers to queries/triggers that
execute over the deterministic data representation. We have
proposed efficient determinization algorithms that are orders of
magnitude faster than the enumeration based optimal solution
but achieves almost the same quality as the optimal solution.
As future work, we plan to explore determinization techniques
in the context of applications, wherein users are also interested
in retrieving objects in a ranked order.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1 (S ECTION 3.1)
We will prove Lemma 1 for two cases:
1) if O ∈ AQ . In this case, we can see from Eq. (2) that
cost(AO , G, Q) will have non-zero value c+
Q only if O 6∈
GQ , that is, object O does not satisfy query Q given G
as the ground truth tags of O. Therefore, we can rewrite
Eq. (11) as follow:
X
P(G) · c+
E(cost(O, Q)) =
(25)
Q
G∈W∧O6∈GQ

Notice that c+
Q is a constantPvalue for a particular Q.
Also, it is easy to see that G∈W∧O6∈GQ P(G) = 1 −
PO∈GQ . We thus prove that E(cost(O, Q)) = c+
Q · (1 −
PO∈GQ ) in the case where O ∈ AQ .
2) if O 6∈ AQ . Similarly, in this case, cost(AO , G, Q) will
have non-zero value c−
Q only if O ∈ GQ . Therefore, we
can rewrite Eq. (11) as follow:
X
E(cost(O, Q)) =
P(G) · c−
(26)
Q
G∈W∧O∈GQ

P

Since
G∈W∧O∈GQ P(G) = PO∈GQ , we thus derive
that E(cost(O, Q)) = c−
Q · PO∈GQ in the case where
O 6∈ AQ .

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2 (S ECTION 3.1)
We will prove that the Expected Determinization problem
for the Cost-based Metric (EDCM) is NP-Hard by reduction from MAX-SAT problem. Given a set of clauses C =
{c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }, each of which is a disjunction of literals,
MAX-SAT problem is to find an assignment of values to
variables V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } that maximizes the number
of satisfied clauses.
In EDCM, each object O includes a set of tags W and probabilities P . Each conjunctive query Qi from query workload
−
Q is given weight fi , costs c+
i and ci , and a set of query
terms Ti = {qi1 , qi2 , . . . , qik }, where Ti ⊆ W . The goal is for
the object to find answer set A (a combination of its tags) that
would minimize E(cost(O, Q)).
Any instance of MAX-SAT, characterized by (V, C), is
polynomially reducible to the following instance of EDCM
with certain (W, P, Q): For each variable vi ∈ V , put two
tags “vi ” and “¬vi ” in W . All the probabilies in P are 0.5.
Queries in Q all have weight f = 1 and are constructed in
two ways:
a-queries. For each disjunctive clause ci ∈ C, put one
conjunctive query Qi in Q, which includes query term “¬vi ”
(or “vi ”) if literal vi (or ¬vi ) is in ci . For example, if ci is
a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, then Ti would be {“¬a”, “b”, “¬c”}. For query
Qi set:

1) c+ such that c+ 1 − PO∈GQ = 1
2) c− = 0.
b-queries. For each vi ∈ V , put three queries {“vi ”, “¬vi ”},
{“vi ”} and {“¬vi ”} in Q. For query {“vi ”, “¬vi ”} set:

1) c+ = ∞
2) c− = 0.
For both {“vi ”} and {“¬vi ”} set:
1) c+ = 0
2) c− = n/0.5, where n is the number of a-queries.
Now we will show that the answer set A, that minimizes
the expected total cost of queries in the constructed EDCM
instance (W, P, Q), corresponds to the assignment for V that
maximize the number of satisfied clauses in the MAX-SAT
instance (V, C). We observe that:
1) Including one tag “vi ” ( or “¬vi ” ) in A in the determinization instance corresponds to assigning true (or
false) to the variable vi in the MAX-SAT instance.
2) If both tags “vi ” and “¬vi ” constructed from one variable vi are included in answer set A to the EDCM instance, the query {“vi ”, “¬vi ”} will be satisfied, causing
a false positive of infinity, and thus infinite expected total
cost of all queries. On the other hand, excluding either
one of the two tags from A will cause an expected cost
n, which is the maximum total cost that can be possibly
caused by a-queries. To minimize the total expected, the
answer set A will include exact one of the two tags. This
corresponds to the case in MAX-SAT instance that exact
one of the two opposite literals vi and ¬vi is true.
3) Having shown that exact one of any two opposite tags
“vi ” and “¬vi ” will be selected in A, we know that the
expected total cost of the b-queries is always |V | · n, so
minimizing expected total cost of all queries is the same
as minimizing that of all a-queries. Since satisfying one
a-query will cause a false positive cost of 1, while false
negative costs of a-queries are 0, minimizing expected
total cost of all a-queries is the same as maximizing
the number of a-queries that are not satisfied. From the
construction of a-queries, we can see that an unsatisfied
a-query in the determinization instance corresponds to
a satisfied clause ci in MAX-SAT instance (V, C).
We can now conclude that the answer set A that minimizes
the expected total cost of queries in the EDCM instance,
corresponds to the assignment for V that maximizes the
number of satisfied clauses in the MAX-SAT instance. Since
MAX-SAT problem, known as NP-Hard, can be solved by
mapping it to an instance of EDCM, we conclude EDCM is
NP-Hard too.

A PPENDIX C
C OMPLEXITY
TION 3.5

OF THE

BB A LGORITHM (S EC -

Let Qv be the set of queries in query workload, T be the
maximum number of query terms, W be the number of
uncertain tags in the object, and Nleaf be the limit on the
number of answer sequence observed. Then we can prove: The
computational complexity of BB is O(Nleaf (|Qv | + log Nleaf )).
The complexity of the main BB procedure (Figure 2) is
determined by the while-loop. Let us now make a conservative
analysis of the while-loop part. First we will compute bounds
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on the number of iterations and the size of the priority queue
|H|. Executing the last if makes Nleaf decrease by one – since a
call to branch will observe exactly one new answer set. Thus,
the number of iterations is O(Nleaf ). On each iteration, |H| will
first decease by 1 and then increase by 2 when the last if is
executed. Thus, on each iteration |H| is, very conservatively,
O(Nleaf ).
Each iteration of the while-loop consists of first calling the remove-best-node procedure – O(log |H|). Thus,
the overall complexity of all call to remove-best-node is
O(Nleaf log Nleaf ).
The branch procedure consists of copying node v – O(W +
|Qv |), putting nodes in the priority queue – O(log Nleaf ),
and calling update-node. The complexity of update-node
comes from checking whether query Q will retrieve the object
base on Sv in the loop – O(|Qv |T ), compute-upper-boundsequence – O(|Qv |W T ) and computing the expected cost at
the end of the procedure – O(|Qv |), which makes its total
complexity O(|Qv |W T ). Given that the number of iterations
of the while-loop is O(Nleaf ), the overall complexity of the
last if is O(Nleaf ·(W +|Qv | + log Nleaf + |Qv |·W ·T )), which
is also the complexity of the BB algorithm. Given that T and
W are limited (by small numbers) in practice, the effective
complexity of BB is O(Nleaf · (|Qv | + log Nleaf )).

A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3 (S ECTION 4.3.4)
As we discussed in Section 4.2, when |OQ | is larger than
τenum , we use Ê(Fα (AQ , GQ )) as an approximation for
Fα (AQ , GQ ). If we look into Eq. 24, there are three terms:
P
1) α O∈OQ PO∈GQ , this term does not involve AQ , thus
it can be pre-computed once for each query Q and never
changes P
between iterations.
2) (1 + α) O∈AQ PO∈GQ and |AQ |. When FQ− and FQ+
are updated in each iteration, only one object of AQ
is involved. Therefore, these two terms can be precomputed at the beginning of the algorithm and recomputed based on their values from last iteration in
constant time.
Based on above observations, FQ− and FQ+ can be updated in
constant time, if |O| > τenum . In the case where |OQ | ≤ τenum ,
we use enumeration to compute exact E(Fα (AQ , GQ )). Since
τenum is very small (in [5] it is set to be 6), FQ− and FQ+ can
still be updated in constant time.

A PPENDIX E
H ANDLING CORRELATION (S ECTION 5)
The work can be extended to consider correlation of tags,
for example by using the domain semantics as in [1]. Such
techniques can be used to compute more accurate PO∈GQ
by leveraging known tag correlations. We demonstrate an
example of how the proposed determinization framework,
when provided with additional knowledge of correlation in
data, can compute more accurate PO∈GQ and thus further
improve the quality of the result.

E.1

Incorporating Correlation of Tags

The way to use correlations depends on the nature of the captured correlations and application domain. Similar to the one
described in [5], we use a supervised learning framework to
incorporate correlations in the form of co-occurrence between
tags.
Given a feature vector for an object O and a query Q, we
train a classifier to estimate the probability that O belongs to
GQ . The question now becomes how to choose features for O
and Q.
2-term queries. To understand the idea of the approach,
let us consider an example of a 2-term query Q = q1 ∧ q2 .
An object O can possibly satisfy Q if there are two of
its attributes a1 and a2 , where q1 and q2 belong to option
tags of a1 and a2 respectively. Under the assumption of tag
independence, PO∈GQ = pq1 · pq2 , where pq1 and pq2 are
probabilities associated with the option tags q1 and q2 . We call
this probability pind . Though not accurate enough, pind can be
one of the features in determine whether O will satisfy Q. The
knowledge of correlations among tags in a past corpus of data
set can help to compute PO∈GQ more accurately. Let Dtrain
be the past data set where values of all tags are known exactly
and there is no uncertain attribute. For instance, in the scenario
of speech annotation of images, Dtrain could be a large
image collection where each image is manually annotated. Let
c(q1 , q2 ) be the number of images in Dtrain annotated with
both q1 and q2 , c(q1 , q2 ) would be a strong feature in determine
PO∈GQ . Let qt1 and qt2 be the top probabilities of option tags
for a1 and a2 , ptop = qt1 ·qt2 is the highest joint probability of
a1 and a2 under the assumption of independence of tags. As a
measure of how far pind is away from top probability, we use
ptop −pind as a third feature. Thus, the resulting feature vector
is: f = (pind , c(q1 , q2 ), ptop − pind ). By training a classifier
on a validation set Dval while using Dtrain for computing
co-occurrence counts, we can apply the classifier on the test
data set Dtest to compute PO∈GQ .
1-term queries. A similar approach can be applied to 1term queries in the form of Q = q1 . If one attribute a1 contains
q1 as option tag. The feature vector is: f = (pq1 , c(q1 ), ptop −
pq1 ), where pq1 is the probability associated with option tag q1 ,
ptop is the highest probability of a1 , and c(q1 ) is the number
of objects in Dtrain annotated with q1
m-term queries. Given an m-term query Q = q1 ∧q2 ∧· · ·∧
qm , a similar approach can be applied. However, for larger m
it becomes a challenge to compute the co-occurrence count
c(q1 , q2 , · · · , qm ). So we change c(q1 , q2 , · · · , qm ) into score
s(q1 , q2 , · · · , qm ), which is computed as the sum of pairwise
co-occurrence counts c(qi , qj ) for all distinct pairs of qi and
qj . Let pind = pq1 × pq2 × · · · × pqm be the probability that
O ∈ GQ under the assumption of independence and ptop be
the probability of the top combination, the resulting feature
vector is: f = (pind , s(q1 , q2 , · · · , qm ), ptop − pind ).
E.2

Impact of leveraging correlation

This experiment tests the impact of leveraging correlations
between tags. Figure 18 compares various approaches with
and without correlations on RealSpeech and LargeImg
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It is easy to see that the probability for a CNF query can be
handled in a similar way.
In case of generic DNF where one term can appear in more
than one clause, the problem of estimating PO∈GQ is NP-hard.
However, in practice, number of terms in one query is limited,
thus even an exponential algorithm is acceptable.
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Fig. 18. Determinization quality improvement with correlation.
datasets. Introducing correlations among tags may result in
more accurate PO∈GQ . The performance of the probabilistic
solution serves as a good measure of the quality of this
probability. The figure shows improved probability quality
after leveraging correlations on both datasets. Also, with more
accurate PO∈GQ , the quality of both Enum and BB can be
further improved by about 20%

A PPENDIX F
H ANDLING OTHER Q UERY T YPES (S ECTION 5)
Thus far we have focused on conjunctive AND queries. However, our approaches can be easily generalized to other types
of queries. We have formulated the formulas in Sections 2,
3.1 and 4 in such a fashion that, in addition to conjunctive
queries, they still hold for other types of queries, as long as
PO∈GQ can be computed. Hence, to extend our approaches to
handle other types of queries, one only need to specify a way
for computing PO∈GQ .
Let us first consider AND/NOT (e.g. “University” AND NOT
“California”) as well as OR/NOT queries (e.g. “University” OR
NOT “California”). First, we need to introduce some additional
notation. Since now queries might contain negative terms,
instead of using TQ to represent the set of query terms as
shown in Table 1, we now use TQ+ to represent the set of
positive query terms of Q and TQ− for the set of negative
terms. Specifically,
1) if Q is AND/NOT query
Y
Y
PO∈GQ =
P(qi ∈ G)
(1−P(qi ∈ G)) (27)
+
qi ∈TQ

−
qi ∈TQ

2) if Q is OR/NOT query
Y
Y
PO∈GQ = 1 −
(1 − P(qi ∈ G))
P(qi ∈ G)
−
qi ∈TQ

+
qi ∈TQ

(28)
In addition, a query in disjunctive normal form (DNF) can
also be handled efficiently as long as there is no term that
appears in more than one clause in one query. Let CQ be
the set of conjunctive clauses in the query Q, each clause
cI ∈ CQ can be viewed as an AND/NOT query. We denote as
Pci the probability that ci is satisfied. This probability can be
computed using Eq. (27). Thus,
PO∈GQ = 1 −

Y
ci ∈CQ

(1 − Pci )

(29)

